WHERE’S CoA ACCOUNTABILITY IN FEDERAL FUND USE?
The ‘Loan’ That Never Was: An Austin family’s experience with the City of Austin’s federally-funded home loan program.

By Morgan Elliott
November 29, 2009
A loan applicant’s
participation in these
revitalization
programs is NOT a
‘hand out’ – rather it
is an investment
partnership with the
City of Austin.

The City’s East Austin Revitalization Program utilizes federal grant funds
that are tax dollars paid by citizens. These funds are given to the City of Austin
for the purpose of preserving and expanding homestead incentives for existing
and future residents in core communities. These incentives are marketed by the
City of Austin in the form of affordable housing home improvement &/or
purchase loans. Ultimately, these grant funds benefit the municipality and the
private sector by enhancing the City’s tax base, the community health, and
…what was to be an
original $17,000.
business/economic competitiveness (Austin Equity Commission 2001 Report p.
home rehab project
109 or Appendix AH.2). Therefore, it is expected that the City of Austin
transformed into a
enhance affordable
repair nightmare that
"In the mid 1990's your home was rehabilitated thru the Austin
was last bid for over
sustainability for its existing
Housing Finance Corporation's single-family home repair
$90,000.
residents, along the same lines
program."
that the federal government
– City of Austin Assistant City Manager David Lurie in a letter
addressed to Ms. Allissa Chambers, September 23, 2008
does for its municipalities. A loan applicant’s
participation in these revitalization programs is NOT a
‘hand out’ – rather it is an investment partnership with
the City of Austin. Residents are solicited by the City of
Austin to participate in partnership in order for it to
fulfill its obligation to the federal government. The
citizens have paid for the City’s investment
proposal; therefore, the City of Austin is obligated to
its people to keep its promise. It is our citizen’s
right and duty to hold the City accountable.
Yet, as reflected in the following story told by one
participating East Central Austin single-parent family,
One must wonder whether the City of Austin’s housing
program launched in the early 1990s, and continuing
today in various forms, was one of preservation or a
housing program designed to perpetuate peopleremoval?

•
•
•
•

Photos of Ms. Chambers' home taken in 2001 –
AFTER the City of Austin's alleged ‘rehabilitation’.
The City & its Contractor’s actions caused damage to
the home, including hazardous waste levels of lead
paint dust contamination.
Under threat of foreclosure, the City then enforced a
lien, requiring the Family to live in the contaminated &
unsafe home for no less than 6.5 years.
The Family, including Ms. Chambers’ young son, was
injured by the prolonged exposure; & was forced to
evacuate & pay for the repairs of what the City
damaged.

What the City advertised was essentially the American
Dream - to own a safe, clean home - in what seemed like a
“good faith” effort to revitalize and preserve a diverse
community. Unfortunately, what was to be an original
$17,000. home rehab project transformed into a repair
nightmare that was last bid for over $90,000.
Originally, Allissa Chambers intended to pursue a home
improvement loan through traditional means with a private
bank. However, because the City advertised its housing
programs as “affordable” and encouraged citizens to remain
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in its targeted neighborhoods, she chose to pursue a loan with the City as a way to
work in partnership for her neighborhood.

What the City advertised
in order to attract
participants vs. what it
delivered appears to be a
violation of the Public
Trust, and raises the
question of bait and switch
tactics.

Unfortunately, her experience with the City’s loan program proved to be far
more costly than a traditional loan. What the City advertised in
One must
order to attract participants vs. what it delivered appears to be
wonder whether
the City of
a violation of the Public Trust, and raises the question of bait
Austin’s housing
and switch tactics. Ms. Chambers states that the City did not
…the City of Austin alleges
program
its records reflect that the
meet its contractual obligations of neutrality and fiduciary duty,
launched in the
Chambers’ home was
early 1990s, and
among other things; and that the City contractor abandoned
rehabbed in the mid-1990s
continuing
– although, thus far, the
the project and breached its contract. Yet, the City of Austin
today in various
City cannot produce a
forms, was one
alleges its records reflect that the Chambers’ home was
Certificate of Completion.
of preservation
rehabbed in the mid-1990s – although, thus far, the City
or a housing
cannot produce a Certificate of Completion. Additionally, due
program
designed to
to the abandonment, a court injunction prevented the City from disbursing any loan
perpetuate
funds from its own Austin Housing Finance Corporation (AHFC) escrow account,
people-removal?
toward the Chambers’ project. Yet curiously, loan servicing records exist as if funds
were applied to the abandoned rehabilitation project; and as if the home was completed
…the City of
by the City contractor. In fact, the City of Austin placed a lien against the Chambers
Austin placed a
lien against the
home for 6.5 years and held her liable for loan funds that presumably never left the
Chambers home
City’s own coffers.
for 6.5 years and
held her liable
for loan funds
that presumably
never left the
City’s own
coffers.

What appears evident is that the City’s contractor performed substandard work and
demanded payment for work either not done or not done to code. The City and its
contractor alleged to have passed inspection for “rewiring the house complete”;
however, Ms. Chambers later had the wiring inspected by a private expert electrician,
who deemed the alleged work to be incomplete and a fire hazard. The contractor
abandoned the project shortly after the job commenced. The City then demanded Chambers pay the
contractor for substandard work but failed to replace the contractor and resume work on the project.
The City (as well as, then Council Member Eric Mitchell) further demanded that Chambers
relinquish its contractor from liability and dissolve the contract, which would have
…Chambers and
surrendered her rights and protections had she complied. Ms. Chambers says she
her toddler son
had no other
declined to agree to this demand unless the City provided in writing an alternate
option but to
document that legally preserved her rights and protections per the original contract.
move back into
the CityAfter nearly two years of being given the runaround by the City, she filed
abandoned
suit.
The City and its
construction
zone -- her
home…

According to Ms. Chambers: Approximately nine months after the
contractor abandoned the project, the City still failed to replace the
…the first words
out of her 3-yr.
contractor and the home sat empty and decaying from exposure. For lack
old son’s mouth
of alternate shelter, Chambers and her toddler son had no other option but
were “House
Broken”.
to move back into the City-abandoned construction zone -- her home that
was now in worse condition than it was before the City touched it. Upon returning,
“We returned
home to find a
Chambers recalls the first words out of her 3-yr. old son’s mouth were
used needle, and
“House Broken”. He immediately grabbed a bucket of primer and began
used condoms
painting. “We returned home to find a used needle, and used condoms
inside the house
and throughout
inside the house and throughout the yard and driveway. If it were not for
the yard and
my family’s own sweat equity, and use of our personal funds, to
driveway.
complete the project INCLUDING remediation of the City’s
damages to my home, my home would still be incomplete, and deteriorating today.”
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contractor
alleged to have
passed
inspection for
“rewiring the
house complete”;
however, Ms.
Chambers later
had the wiring
inspected by a
private expert
electrician, who
deemed the
alleged ‘work’ to
be incomplete
and a fire
hazard.

It was later discovered that after the City’s con/destruction project on the
Chambers home, the interior structure and yard were consequently
contaminated with extremely high levels of lead and cadmium paint dust as a
result of the City and contractor’s actions. The home’s yard soil was so
severely contaminated with lead paint dust, attributed to the City of Austin
contractor’s removal method of old paint, that it was legally classified as
hazardous waste and the City dump could not accept the soil.

The home’s yard soil was so
severely contaminated with lead
paint dust, attributed to the City of
Austin contractor’s removal
method of old paint, that it was
legally classified as hazardous
waste and the City dump could not
accept soil.

Both the City and the contractor abandoned their obligations per the terms of the contract and loan
agreement; yet the City held Chambers liable for funds it apparently never disbursed to her home
“rehab” and held her to the terms of the repayment contract as if the project had been completed by the
City’s contractor; and as if the funds were applied to the rehab of her home. The fact is: as evident
from a court ruling summary judgment, that the City contractor abandoned the project and breached
the contract. To Chambers’ knowledge, the federal funds earmarked for Chambers’ home were not
released from the Austin Housing Finance Corporation (AHFC) escrow account. In
…the federal
essence, the City held Chambers liable for a loan she never benefited from – and for
funds
funds it apparently kept for itself.
earmarked for
Chambers’
home were
not released
from the
Austin
Housing
Finance
Corporation
(AHFC)
escrow
account. In
essence, the
City held
Chambers
liable for a
loan she
never
benefited
from – and
for funds it
apparently
kept for
itself.

Under threat of foreclosure, and for 6.5 years, as part of the terms of the ‘loan’ (that
never was), the City of Austin enforced a residence requirement with “Power of Sale”, for
its lien of approximately $17,000. in federal HUD money, placed against the home for a
“rehab” project that the City and its contractor never completed and where no HUD
funds were allegedly ever applied. The City was aware that the home was classified as
hazardous waste and that it was deemed a fire hazard; Ms. Chambers’ representative
requested in writing that the City remove the unjustified lien so that the family could
move; and yet the City of Austin refused to relinquish their enforced residence
requirement, thus compelling the Chambers Family (which included Chambers’ young
son) to reside in a home that was a direct threat to their health and safety for no less
than 6.5 years.

For over a year after the City’s financial reports reflected she
owed a zero balance, the City still refused to remove the lien
on her home. In addition to the family being forcibly
exposed to lead based paint dust contamination for a
prolonged and chronic period of time, another adverse effect
of the unjustified lien was that it prohibited Ms. Chambers from refinancing
her home, and thereby prevented her from securing an alternate loan with
her bank, in order to fix what the City broke. Chambers says they
consequently lived in a type of “suspended animation or house arrest” for no
less than 6.5 years of their lives.
Prolonged exposure to toxicity in the house destroyed Allissa Chambers’
hope of safely giving birth to another child. Her son was tasked with the
challenge of overcoming an array of neurological setbacks. Various lab tests
for the family tested positive for elevated levels of lead. A nationally
recognized specialist has confirmed that the Chambers family incurred bodily
injury as a result of the prolonged exposure.
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The City was aware that the
home was classified as
hazardous waste and that it was
deemed a fire hazard; Ms.
Chambers’ representative
requested in writing that the
City remove the unjustified lien
so that the family could move;
and yet the City of Austin
refused to relinquish their
enforced residence requirement,
thus compelling the Chambers
Family (which included
Chambers’ young son) to reside
in a home that was a direct
threat to their health and safety
for no less than 6.5 years…
… Prolonged exposure to toxicity
in the house destroyed her hope
of safely giving birth to another
child.

Originally in 1995, the City’s rehab project on the home was bid slightly over $17,000. and the
City’s contractor began the project in 1996. The City and Contractor’s negligent failure to complete
their contractual obligations transformed an originally estimated $17,000. “rehab” project into a repair
nightmare that was last bid for apprx. $90,000. This repair figure, plus the liability of the loan (that never
was), and the cost of the family’s additional health and educational remediation expenses fell squarely on
the shoulders of Chambers and her family. If it were not for their sweat equity, use of personal funds
and private funding to incrementally complete the project, including remediation of the damages
created by the City and the City’s contractor, the home would still be incomplete and deteriorating
today. – And still, while, the Chambers Family eventually managed to repair much of the home, the
fact remains that the home’s yard is still classified as being contaminated with hazardous waste and the
home still lacks a certificate of completion. These adversities will have to be disclosed to any future
buyers or tenants, and at a potential financial loss to the Chambers Family.
“This chronic
state of
unsettledness in
our home
affected my son’s
health and wellbeing during his
formative
years…
It defined the
span of my son’s
childhood; the
span of my early
and mid
adulthood when
families are
typically
planned and
careers are
forged.
Our experience
with the City of
Austin’s
‘revitalization’
program has
been anything
but
revitalizing.”

After the contractor abandoned the project, causing damage to the home,
Chambers attempted resolution with the City, including requesting that the City assign
the project to another contractor, but to no avail. Subsequently, she asked to resolve,
with the City contractor and the City, its abandoned project for a fraction of costs
needed to remedy their damage. They rejected her $25,000. offer so she ultimately
proceeded with a lawsuit against the contractor and the City of Austin.
In 1999, the Travis County district court ruled in a summary judgment that the
City contractor breached the contract and abandoned the project. Shortly thereafter,
the City began authorizing taxpayer monies (ultimately totaling no less than $177,000.)
to fight/suppress Ms. Chambers’ resulting legal claims.
According to Chambers, at least two Council Members were aware of the alleged
improprieties related to the City rehab project. Among the two Council Members
was then Council Member Eric Mitchell, who also played a key role in the
development of the Austin Revitalization Authority (A.R.A.). Earlier
It is important
this year, in October, 2009, the City of Austin auditor released its thrice
that the Public
delayed audit report on the A.R.A.., which was prompted, in part by a
understand that
while my
2007 FBI inquiry. A few days after the Austin Chronicle published an
family's
article in its August 7, ’09 issue by Lee Nichols entitled: “What’s next for
experience is a
personal
the A.R.A?
http://www.austinchronicle.com/gyrobase/Issue/story?oid=oid%3A819357,

the City auditor’s office announced its second delay of the awaited A.R.A. report. The
article covered some of the Ex-Council Member’s prior involvement with the A.R.A.,
which coincided with the time when other questions were also being raised in the paper
about Eric Mitchell’s private business involvement with the City’s liability insurance
policies, and with other failed City housing projects such as Vision Village, which
involved possible criminal activity and indictment.

heartbreak, the
tragedy would
be if this
continues to
happen to other
people;
particularly
when our public
officials are
aware of it. An
investigation
will help assure
future
accountability of
our public
programs; and
hence protection
for future
families.

Unaware of the potential conflict of interest, Ms. Chambers originally sought to resolve
the matter with the assistance of then Council Member Eric Mitchell. Mitchell advised
Chambers to dissolve her contract with the contractor (which would have released the
contractor from liability). Chambers later discovered, that at that time Eric Mitchell had a
business interest in the City’s insurance policies, wherein the then Council Member
simultaneously co-owned the insurance agency providing liability insurance for the
Chambers rehab loan, for the City contractor, and for several other AHFC City rehab projects.
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…the potential conflict of interest…

In spite of Council’s
Mitchell advised Chambers to dissolve her
violations, Council still
contract with the contractor (which would
have released the contractor from liability)…
litigation against Chambers.
the then Council Member simultaneously cohome repair loan, was
owned the insurance agency providing
repair nightmare. City
liability insurance for the Chambers rehab
loan, for the City contractor, and for several
elected to spend no less than
other AHFC City rehab projects.
suppress a citizen’s claim
which could have originally been settled for a mere $25K.

knowledge of the contractor
authorized taxpayer monies for
What was originally a $17K
transformed into over a $90+K
Council, for whatever reason
$177K of taxpayer monies to
involving a $17K loan, and

The chronic state of unsettledness in the Chambers home has left lasting imprints on the family.
Chambers reflects:
It is important that the Public understand
that while my family's experience is a
personal heartbreak, the tragedy would be if
this continues to happen to other people;
particularly when our public officials are aware
of it.

“This chronic state of
unsettledness in our home
affected my son’s health
and well-being during his
formative years. It altered
the course of our family life,
our social life, our
education & careers dramatically.
It defined the span of my
son’s childhood; the span of
my early adulthood when families are typically planned and careers are forged.”
“Our experience with the City of Austin’s ‘revitalization’ program has been anything but
revitalizing. In hindsight, a traditional loan would have been far less costly and more conducive to
promoting homesteads in my neighborhood. It is important that the Public understand that while
my family's experience is a personal heartbreak, the tragedy would be if this continues to happen to
other people – particularly when our public officials are aware of it. An investigation will help assure
future accountability of our public programs; and hence protection for future families, so that no
other citizen will fall victim and be forced to ask the questions that I have asked:
•
•
•

WHY is it that I am the only one of the 3 parties (City, Contractor, and myself) who actually abided
by the contract;
Yet I’m also the only one who’s been penalized and held to the contract’s terms?
Why did the City of Austin punish the client for the contractor’s misdeeds; and reward the contractor
for bad behavior? For example, the City contractor continues to be awarded new contracts to the
tune of $450,000., even though other complaints & legal suits have been waged against this contractor.”

Ms. Chambers views her
reach out and help others.
raise public awareness and
experienced similar atrocities.
are to be spared the pitfalls of
practices, that an investigation

“The health, safety and financial solvency
of past and future families are at risk…”
How many other families have
unknowingly been put in harm’s way,
thinking their homes were restored to code,
when in fact it might not be true? How
many small businesses were squeezed out of
the bidding process, or worse…”

family’s experience as a reason to
She hopes that her efforts will
organize other victims who have
She believes that if future families
the municipality’s questionable
into these matters is imperative.

“The health, safety and financial solvency of past and future families are at risk unless there is accountability
of our public officials who oversee these programs and other matters. How many other families have
unknowingly been put in
harm’s way, thinking their homes
“Shouldn’t a municipality’s financial
were restored to code,
when in fact it might not be true?
prosperity, which benefited in part, from
How many small
businesses were squeezed out of the
taxpayer funded revitalization programs,
bidding process, or
worse, put out of business due to
foster retention, as opposed to displacement
of vulnerable cohorts from its community?”
the City’s possible
arbitrary and capricious acts? It is
crucial that the Public be
made aware of the City of Austin’s
questionable practices and that our City and County officials be held accountable.”
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…the 7-year saga of
Whistleblower Marcia
Farmer’s experience with
the Houston housing rehab
programs mirrors that of
Ms. Chambers’ experience
with the Austin housing
rehab programs.

Austinites Lobbying for Municipal Accountability (A.L.M.A.) is a
neighborhood coalition Chambers founded in
“…the City contractor
response to a number of other alleged & documented
continues to be awarded new
contracts to the tune of
housing atrocities that she uncovered while
$450,000., even though other
researching possible patterns of practice. Alleged
complaints & legal suits have
victims began to contact Chambers after she sent
been waged against this
contractor.”
fliers out to various housing program participants,
asking them to rate their own experience with the City’s loan programs. Their
stories have been archived in the hopes that it will prompt an official investigation and bring resolution
for these families. Additionally, a few anecdotal examples have been published on the coalition’s
website. www.austinaccountabilityproject.com
Chambers explains that a municipality’s financial enrichment that results from tax-funded revitalization
programs, is promoted as a tool to preserve and even enrich the quality of life equitably for ALL of its
citizens, rather than for select groups. Therefore, she asks: “Shouldn’t a municipality’s financial
prosperity, which benefited in part, from taxpayer funded revitalization
Alleged victims began to
programs, foster retention, as opposed to displacement of vulnerable cohorts
contact Chambers after she
sent fliers out to various
from its community?”

housing program participants,
asking them to rate their own
experience with the City’s
loan programs.

Ms. Chambers cites that she has interviewed a number of other individuals
who allege to have suffered similar atrocities as the kinds that she and her
family endured through the City of Austin’s housing loan programs.
Questions surrounding the unaccounted for federal housing funds and where funds to other housing
projects in East Austin went remain unanswered by the City of Austin. To date, the current Austin City
Council, the Mayor and the City Manager have been apprised of this family’s experience with the City’s
housing program, yet unanswered questions remain. The Travis County Green The Travis County Green
Party and the Gray Panthers of Austin have consistently pursued answers to
Party has consistently pursued
answers to the questions
the questions surrounding the City of Austin’s unaccounted for federal
surrounding the City of
housing funds, and its apparent refusal to enforce official accountability within
Austin’s unaccounted for
federal housing funds, and its
its programs.
Last year:
(1) The Houston Chronicle featured the 7-year saga of Whistleblower Marcia
Farmer, whose experience with the Houston housing rehab programs
mirrors that of Ms. Chambers’ experience with the Austin housing rehab
programs.
• December 25, 2008 “She saw her bill, then blew the whistle…” by Mike Snyder

apparent refusal to enforce
official accountability within
its programs. There as been
no response from our public
officials.

http://www.chron.com/CDA/archives/archive.mpl?id=2008_4682175

Days after the article ran, Ms. Farmer was found dead in her home.
• December 28, 2008 “Moment of triumph for whistle-blower takes a tragic turn” By Mike Snyder
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/metropolitan/6184885.html

(2)

On December 12, 2008 the late Bill Holloway, then chair of the Travis County Green Party referred
the questions raised by Austinites Lobbying for Municipal Accountability (A.L.M.A.) to the Travis
County District Attorney.

One year later, there has still been no response.
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